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ABSTRACT

Large databases whose data does not fit on a single server need to shard their rows across multiple different database instances. Distributed transactions are significantly more expensive than local transactions, so a popular approach is to collect a trace of past accesses to the database and model it as a graph (or a hypergraph), and solve an NP-Hard partitioning problem with an objective of minimizing the fanout, or the number of database instances that need to participate in each query. Due to the large amount of data that needs to be sharded, this problem cannot be solved optimally, and therefore, databases use heuristic partitioning algorithms, which can be fairly effective in practice. However, fanout is only one objective that affects performance. Other important objectives include load balancing, which ensures that no single database instance becomes too overloaded, or equalizing the write traffic for each database to avoid lock contention and I/O amplification. Designing heuristics for more than one objective is difficult and error-prone.

We present Neuroshard, the first system that learns shard assignments directly from the workload, and optimizes for multiple sharding objectives simultaneously. Neuroshard represents past queries as a neural hypergraph, and uses Deep Reinforcement Learning with Multi-Task learning to generate a learned partitioner that is able to optimize for multiple objectives in parallel. We implement Neuroshard on a distributed database that uses MariaDB, and got very promising initial results showing that this approach can achieve our versatility and scalability goals, in contrast to baseline approaches that optimize for only one objective which can work well in one context but perform poorly in another.

1 INTRODUCTION

Horizontal sharding is a decades-old technique to scale production databases. When a database’s load or storage capacity overwhelms a single server, operators split the rows in the database and store them in multiple servers. Notable examples of horizontal sharding are Facebook’s social graph [31] and Google’s ad serving database [39].

The choice of assigning rows to servers affects many aspects of a system’s performance, so operators often need to simultaneously optimize for multiple, sometimes conflicting, objectives. One example objective is to assign a roughly equal number of rows to each server, balancing storage load. Another is to assign rows such that the servers receive roughly the same number of queries, balancing compute and network load. This problem is exacerbated by realworld requirements, such as variable-sized objects, servers with heterogeneous capacities, and queries with variable complexity. Beyond load balancing, another class of objectives is to minimize the fanout – the number of shards that a query touches – because a distributed query is typically much more expensive than a single-server query. However, fanout minimization requires clustering the rows assessed together frequently into the same shard, which is at odds with load balancing objectives if many rows in the cluster are hot.

Given these intricate, combinatorial objectives, an ideal sharding scheme should flexibly adapt and optimize for them simultaneously. Unfortunately, existing sharding algorithms are designed primarily for single objectives. For instance, commonly-used random, hash, range and round-robin partitioning [15] are good at balancing load but ignore fanout minimization completely. To minimize average query fanout, recent work, including Schism [12], SWORD [36] and SHP [22], collect a trace of past accesses to the database, model it as a (hyper)graph that links the rows accessed together in a query, and then compute the row-to-shard assignments by solving a partitioning problem. In general, graph partitioning is an NP-Hard problem [3], so existing work uses solvers that utilize hand-designed heuristics that require considerable expertise and experimentation to produce good solutions for just the objective of minimizing fanout. Given the diverse and competing objectives, designing hand-crafted heuristics that work well for each objective and their combinations is a painstaking task.

This paper presents Neuroshard, a sharding system that tackles the decades-old horizontal scaling problem using a novel learned approach. Neuroshard can automatically optimize for multiple classic
sharding objectives, such as fanout minimization and load balancing, by learning effective partitioning heuristics directly from the input trace.

Similar to prior work [22, 36] Neuroshard works by collecting a trace of past queries and representing it as a hypergraph, where the rows are vertices and the queries are hyperedges, and then partitions that hypergraph. This process is done regularly offline at some frequency. The intuition is that computing a sharding assignment that works well for past accesses will most likely serve to improve the performance on future accesses as well. This offline approach is orthogonal and complementary to online sharding in systems [38, 43] in which the system actively moves rows to improve the performance.

Neuroshard utilizes Deep Reinforcement Learning (RL) to produce a learned partitioner that is then used to partition the hypergraph of past queries. However, the challenge in directly applying RL to our setting is that the query hypergraph may contain thousands or even millions of queries (or hyperedges), which would make the state and action space of the RL quite large. Inspired by prior work on graph partitioning [47], we make the observation that if at each stage of partitioning we only consider adding the “neighboring” rows (or the rows that were accessed in the same query), we can achieve good partitions, while also significantly limiting the number of vertices we consider at each step of the algorithm. This structure naturally lends itself to a reinforcement learning formulation. Therefore, Neuroshard uses a trained RL agent to score each one of the candidate hypergraph elements, where the reward is a function of multiple sharding objectives. Neuroshard uses techniques from Multi-Task learning to optimize for multiple objectives in parallel.

We implement Neuroshard on a distributed database based on MariaDB [1], and compare it to three heuristic baselines: Neighbor Expansion [47], hMetis [23] and hash partitioning. We compare the different algorithms on microbenchmarks and on the Epinions [30] social network dataset. Our evaluation shows that while Neuroshard does not always provide the best performance, it consistently provides good performance, while the heuristic-based schemes’ performance varies. For example, hMetis and Neighbor Expansion perform well in workloads where fanout minimization is a primary objective and the load is spread relatively evenly across queries, but perform poorly in skewed workloads where load balancing is an important objective. In contrast, Neuroshard is able to balance multiple objectives simultaneously (i.e., fanout and load balancing) in both of these types of workloads.

We make three primary contributions:

1. **Learned sharding.** Neuroshard is the first system to use a learned approach for directly assigning rows to shards.

2. **RL formulation.** A novel RL framework for the hypergraph partitioning problem (§4). Our design uses ideas from the Neighbor Expansion [47] algorithm to restrict the state and action spaces so that the RL agent only needs to learn how to make good local decisions based on a small subset of the hypergraph (the neighborhood). We formulate two popular sharding objectives as RL rewards: fanout minimization (§4.4) and load balancing (§4.5)

3. **Multiple objectives.** A general approach for multi-objective sharding using Multi-Task Learning (§6) that can automatically incorporate new objectives as RL rewards.

2 MODELING THE SHARDING PROBLEM

The sharding problem can be formally modeled as a hypergraph partitioning problem [12, 22, 36]. A hypergraph is a generalization of a graph for which each edge (called hyperedge) can connect any number of vertices rather than just two. In the case of database sharding, a trace of recent past queries to the database that records the rows accessed by each query can be thought of as a hypergraph, with the rows as the vertices (e.g., rows 1-4 in our toy example in figure 1) and the queries (e.g., queries A-F in our example), which may involve more than 2 rows, as the hyperedges.

The goal of hypergraph partitioning is to divide the vertices of a hypergraph into a number of equal size partitions, usually with a goal such as minimizing the number of hyperedges that cross partitions (fanout), or equalizing the sum of the degrees of the vertices in a partition (load), which we formalize next.
We follow the notation of SHP [22] and describe the hypergraph.

Another very common objective for sharding is load balancing. The load weight for each row; a natural scheme is to use the degree of the vertex in r as its load weight (which Neuroshard uses by default).

Given a partitioning \( P = \{V_1, \ldots, V_k\} \) and a partition \( i \leq k \) we can define the load of partition \( i \) as the sum of the load weight of all vertices in \( V_i \). Formally,

\[
load(P, i) = \sum_{r \in V_i} W_r
\]

One possible measure of load imbalance is the difference between the most and least loaded partitions. Let \( p_{\max} \) be the partition with the highest value of load. Similarly, let \( p_{\min} \) be the partition with the lowest value. We can now define the quality of the partitioning \( P \) as

\[
Imbalance(P) = load(P, p_{\max}) - load(P, p_{\min})
\]

Hence, the load balancing problem is, given a graph bipartite \( G \), an integer \( k > 1 \), and a real number \( \varepsilon \geq 0 \), find a partitioning of \( G \) into \( k \) partitions with the minimum imbalance.

We make a simplifying modelling decision by assuming that the weight load of a vertex is static and does not rely on the partitioning \( P \). In reality, this may not be entirely accurate because the amount of work involved in a distributed query or transaction can be significantly more than a local one. As a result, the amount of load generated by an access to a row does depend on whether that access is distributed or local which is affected by the partitioning.

3 OVERVIEW OF LEARNED SHARDING

RL is concerned with the development of agents that learn from direct interaction with their environment. In an RL setting, an agent starts out knowing nothing about the given task, and learns by taking incremental actions, observing how these actions affect the environment, and receiving a reward that depends on its performance on the task. Despite not having any prior knowledge about the task, RL training algorithms allow the agent to improve its performance at it. This aligns very well with our goal of designing a general and versatile sharding framework that is able to perform well on various workloads and objectives, without needing to hand design heuristics for each one. By casting the sharding problem into an RL training problem, we only need to design the reward signal, and then leverage RL to train the sharding agent.

3.1 Deep Reinforcement Learning Primer

Combining classical RL with Deep Learning [17] techniques (dubbed Deep Reinforcement Learning [34]) has been key to many recent breakthroughs such as in game playing [40] and many applications in computer systems [9, 27, 28]. We now give an overview of the Deep RL concepts that we use in this paper, and in particular a family of techniques called policy gradient methods [42]. For a comprehensive treatment of the subject please refer to [41].

Setting. The usual setting of Reinforcement Learning is the discrete-time Markov Decision Process (MDP), in which an agent is interacting with an environment. At each time step \( t \) the agent observes some environment state \( s_t \) and performs an action \( a_t \). As a result of the action taken, the agent receives a reward \( r_t \) and the environment state transitions to \( s_{t+1} \). The state transitions and rewards are
We now need to formulate the sharding problem in RL terms. We i.e., \( \pi \), then exploits graph structure and can produce high-quality problem we defined previously on hypergraphs in §2.1. The NE algorithm then assigns all vertices on a hyperedge to a partition. This is a greedy algorithm in that it selects the hyperedge that results in the smallest Partition is not full

\[ C ← \emptyset; \]
\[ S ← \emptyset; \]
\[ \textbf{while} \ Partitions \ is \ not \ full \ \textbf{do} \]
\[ \quad \textbf{if} \ candidates = \emptyset \ \textbf{then} \]
\[ \quad \quad \text{Seed candidates with a random, unassigned hyperedge;} \]
\[ \quad \text{Select the best candidate } h \text{ based on scoring heuristic;} \]
\[ \quad \quad \text{Add } h \text{ to } C; \]
\[ \quad \quad \text{Add all of } h \text{'s unassigned adjacent hyperedges to } S; \]
\[ \quad \text{Add all of } h \text{'s unassigned vertices to partition, and remove them from the hypergraph;} \]
\[ \textbf{end} \]

**Algorithm 1:** Hypergraph Neighbor Expansion (HNE)

The scoring heuristic we use for HNE is also inspired by the neighborhood heuristic in the original Neighbor Expansion algorithm [47]. Let \( \text{HN}(q) \) be the set of unassigned neighbors of a hyperedge \( q \). The neighborhood heuristic we use is to select the candidate hyperedge that has the minimum value of \( | \text{HN}(q) \setminus S | \). This choice is greedy in that it selects the hyperedge that results in the smallest increase in fanout at this step.
To simplify the presentation of Algorithm 1 we omitted the handling of the following corner case: If the partition fills up while adding h’s vertices, we do not just add all of h’s vertices and violate the balancing constraints. Instead, we initialize the procedure for the next partition by making $S = \{h\}$ instead of the empty set. We also omit discussing how to handle vertices that do not have any incident hyperedges as these can be handled straightforwardly in various ways.

3.3 Neuroshard RL Algorithmic Framework

```
C ← ∅;
S ← ∅;
while Partition is not full do
    candidates ← $S \setminus C$;
    while |candidates| < threshold do
        Seed candidates with a random, unassigned hyperedge;
        end
    candidate_probabilities ← DNN(candidates, partition_state);
    Select a candidate hyperedge $h$ based on probabilities;
    Add $h$ to $C$;
    Add all of $h$’s adjacent hyperedges to $S$;
    Add all of $h$’s unassigned incident vertices to the partition;
end
```

Algorithm 2: Neuroshard RL algorithmic framework.

Instead of using a hand-crafted scoring heuristic, Neuroshard adopts a trained agent, represented as a Neural Network, that assigns a probability to each hyperedge at each step of the algorithm. This agent is trained using RL, with a reward being a function of various ways.

The Hypergraph. This part of the environment is static and does not change throughout a training episode. It includes the structure of the hypergraph, i.e. the set of vertices and hyperedges, or the mapping of requests to data rows. The hypergraph is also augmented with important information, such as the degree of each vertex and hyperedge, whetheragehyperedge is a read-only or read-write query, and the load weight of each vertex (in our experiments we use the vertex degree as the load weight, but this can be up to the application).

Partition state. This is information about the state of the partitions. It is represented by the vector $[T_v, C_v, C_i, P, \text{Max}_l, \text{Min}_l]$. These values are defined as follows: $T_v$ is the target number of vertices per partition. This is a hard constraint. $C_v$ is the number of vertices in the partition that’s currently being built. $C_i$ is the load weight of all the vertices in the current partition. $P$ is the number of partitions left to be built after finishing the current partition. $\text{Max}_l$ is the highest load of a complete partition so far. Similarly, $\text{Min}_l$ is the minimum load of a complete partition. Both $\text{Max}_l$ and $\text{Min}_l$ are initialized to the target total load weight per partition (i.e. the sum of the load weight of all vertices divided by the number of partitions) at the beginning of the episode. Once a partition is complete, the new value of $\text{Max}_l$ is computed by maxing the previous value with the new partition’s load. The value of $\text{Min}_l$ is updated in a similar fashion. This choice of initial value and how to update is significant; as we’ll discuss in §4.5.

Assignment state. This is state associated with each vertex and hyperedge indicating their partition assignment status. Specifically, each element can be in one of three states: Unassigned, Assigned, or Assigned to current partition. For hyperedges, being assigned to a partition i means having been added to the core set $C$ of i (note that, due to the corner case described at the end of §3.2, a hyperedge $q$ can actually be assigned to more than 1 core set, but this does not require any special handling). Additionally, each hyperedge is also associated with a bit indicating whether it is in the set $S$ of the current partition or not. For each hyperedge $q \in S$, we also maintain its HNE heuristic score, i.e. $|\text{HN}(q) \setminus S|$.

4.2 Observable State

Technically, the agent has access to all of the environment state. However, it only makes use of a small portion to decide on the action to take, namely the neighborhood of the candidates set, as well as the partition state. Theoretically, this makes the problem harder since the agent’s inability to take into account the full state results in a partially-observed MDP [35], but like prior work [27], we find that the approach works well in practice nevertheless. For efficiency, the agent is also passed the candidates set explicitly even though it can technically compute it from the environment state.

4.3 Actions

At every step the agent selects one hyperedge from the candidates set. Hence, its action space at every step is the same as the set of candidates. Once the agent makes a selection, the state of the environment transitions as described in Algorithm 1.

4.3.1 Restricting the Size of the Candidates Set. As noted by prior work [32], applying neighbor expansion to hypergraph partitioning can run into the challenge where the candidates set grows very large very quickly. A very large candidate set makes training very expensive in terms of memory and computational requirements
for each episode, as well as much harder in terms of the ability of the agent to learn useful rules as it would need to run more episodes to sample more trajectories. This is more common in hypergraphs that represent social networks since these can have extremely large hyperedges which are not very common in the OLTP workloads we target. Nevertheless, we found it helpful to limit the size of the candidates set considered by the agent at each step to an upper bound $\text{Cand}_{\text{max}}$. This is a trade-off since this adds a hyperparameter to the model that needs tuning for best performance. We find that randomly selecting a subset of the candidate hyperedges of size $\text{Cand}_{\text{max}}$ at each step works well in our evaluation, but other more disciplined strategies such as described by prior work [32] are also possible.

### 4.4 Fanout Reward

To guide the agent towards producing good solutions for the fanout objective, we design the reward signal as follows: Suppose the agent chose hyperedge $q_t$ as its action in time-step $t$. It receives a reward

$$r_t = -\frac{1}{|Q|}|HN(q_t) \setminus S|$$

Recall from §3.2 that $HN(q)$ is the set of unassigned hyperedges that are adjacent to hyperedge $q$. Furthermore, we say that a hyperedge $q$ is incident to a partition $i$ if $V_i \cap N(q) \neq \emptyset$. In other words, $q$ is incident to partition $i$ if any of the row vertices accessed by $q$ are assigned to $i$. Note that the numerator of $r_t$ is the (negative of the) number of hyperedges that became incident to the partition as a result of the agent’s action $a_t$, i.e., the number of queries that are incident to the partition at time $t+1$ but were not already incident to the partition at time $t$. Hence, $r_t$ is the incremental change in the fanout objective as a result of $a_t$. In other words, we have

$$\text{fanout}(P) = -\sum_t r_t$$

RL training works to maximize the sum of expected rewards, which is the same as minimizing its negative. Hence, our reward signal design causes training to minimize fanout($P$).

#### 4.4.1 Distinguishing Between Reads and Writes.

It is usually the case that distributed writes are significantly more expensive than reads. This is easy to account for in Neuroshard by adjusting the reward signal to weigh the reward differently based on whether $b_t$ represents a read-only or a read-write query.

### 4.5 Load-balancing Reward

Suppose the agent chose a hyperedge $q_t$ as its action in time-step $t$. This causes a set of unassigned row vertices adjacent to $q_t$ to be assigned to the partition. We call this set of newly assigned row vertices $A_t$. Let $WA_t$ be the sum of the load weights for each vertex in $A_t$, that is,

$$WA_t = \sum_{v \in A_t} W_v$$

Recall from §4.1 that $\text{Max}_t$ is the highest load of a complete partition so far, i.e., up to time-step $t$. Likewise, $\text{Min}_t$ is the lowest load of a complete partition so far. Let $\text{load}_t$ be the load of the current partition at the start of time-step $t$. Note that $\text{load}_{t+1} = \text{load}_t + \text{WA}_t$.

The agent will receive a reward $r_t$ that is made of two different components. We start by defining the components:

- $\text{rmax}_t$, defined as: $\max(0, \text{WA}_t - \max(0, \text{load}_t - \text{Max}_t))$. Note that if $\text{load}_{t+1} \leq \text{Max}_t$ this sets $\text{rmax}_t$ to 0. Otherwise, the $\text{rmax}_t$ is set to the incremental increase over $\text{Max}_t$ caused by action $a_t$.
- $\text{rmin}_t$. The value of $\text{rmin}_t$ is always 0 if action $a_t$ does not cause the current partition to fill up and start a new partition. Otherwise, it is defined as: $\max(0, \text{Min}_t - (\text{load}_t + \text{WA}_t))$. In other words, if the newly-finished partition has at least the same load as $\text{Min}_t$, $\text{rmin}_t$ is set to zero. Otherwise, it is set to the difference in load.

Recall from §4.1 that both $\text{Max}_t$ and $\text{Min}_t$ are initialized to the same value $\text{Target}_t$ at the beginning of the training episode. Also recall from §2.2 that, given a complete partitioning $P$, $\text{pmax}$ and $\text{pmin}$ are the most and least loaded partitions, respectively. Consider the way we defined $\text{rmax}_t$. Every time the agent’s action causes the current partition’s load to increase over the prior value of $\text{Max}_t$, we set $\text{rmax}_t$ to the difference. Hence, we have

$$\sum_t \text{rmax}_t = \text{load}(P, \text{pmax}) - \text{Target}_t$$

Similarly, we can show that

$$\sum_t \text{rmin}_t = \text{Target}_t - \text{load}(P, \text{pmin})$$

We can now define the reward $r_t$ that the agent receives:

$$r_t = -(\text{rmax}_t + \text{rmin}_t)$$

This has the following property:

$$\sum_t r_t = -(\sum_t \text{rmax}_t + \sum_t \text{rmin}_t) = -(\text{load}(P, \text{pmax}) - \text{load}(P, \text{pmin}))$$

Giving

$$\sum_t r_t = -\text{Imbalance}(P)$$

We now briefly discuss the choice of using $\text{Target}_t$ as the initial value for both $\text{Max}_t$ and $\text{Min}_t$. Initially, we chose not to define these values while processing the first partition, then use the load of the first partition to initialize the values starting from the second partition. However, we quickly realized that giving the agent the target load at the start is very helpful and makes attributing rewards to actions significantly easier. This way, the agent gets penalties (i.e. the negative-valued rewards) only and as soon as its choices start causing deviation from the ideal value.

### 5 NEURAL NETWORK AGENT

In this section, we describe the internal design of the agent including how it represents the policy as a neural network, and finish by describing the training procedure. We leverage a powerful technique called Graph Neural Network to capture key features of the underlying hypergraph, which enables a simple, three-layer policy network that yields effective sharding results (see §7).
we are able to leverage graph neural network architectures to generate an embedding vector representation for each hyperedge in the candidates. We use GraphSAGE [18], a popular GNN architecture in Neuroshard as the embedding layer. We set the hyper-parameter K to 2, which means the computed embedding vectors for a vertex contain information from its 2-hop neighborhood. This means each embedding vector for a hyperedge q encodes information about its adjacent hyperedges, not just the row vertices it accesses. We found that using the LSTM aggregator in GraphSAGE works well in our evaluation. Finally, GraphSAGE requires each vertex in the graph to be initialized with a feature vector. We use the static and dynamic components of the environment (§4.1) to create the initial feature vector for each vertex in the bipartite graph. To simplify the implementation, we use the same feature representation for both query and row vertices.

Scoring Layer. This layer takes as input the embedding vector produced by the embedding layer, as well as the partition state vector (§4.1) and produces a single real number representing a “score” for the input hyperedge q. We use a dense fully-connected neural network (with 2 hidden layers) for the scoring layer for its simplicity and efficiency. Note that our network evaluates each hyperedge separately to produce a score without taking the other hyperedges in the candidates set as input. The intuition behind this design decision is that the vectors produced by the embedding layer already encode information about adjacent hyperedges (which are often going to be candidates themselves). Nevertheless, a more sophisticated architecture able look at all the candidate hyperedges simultaneously (such as LSTM [21] or Transformer [45]) might perform better for other more complex workloads, which we leave for future work.

Softmax Layer. We use a standard Softmax [17] function to map the scores to probabilities.

An action is then sampled based on the probabilities computed for each candidate. The neural network representing \( \pi_\theta(s, q) \) is trained end-to-end using the training procedure we describe in the following section.

5.2 Training Procedure

We use a fairly standard training procedure, similar to prior work [27]. The training proceeds in iterations until convergence (which can be set as a fixed number of iterations, or until partitioning quality reaches a user-defined threshold). Each iteration consists of running N episodes. An episode consists of completely partitioning the hypergraph using Algorithm 2 with the current value of \( \theta \), and recording the state, action and reward for each time step in the episode. After completing all episodes, we use this information to apply the modified REINFORCE equation to compute the gradient (as explained in §3.1), and take one step in its direction at the end of the iteration. The pseudocode for the training procedure is presented in 3. Note that for simplicity, we assume all episodes take the same number of time-steps L.

![Figure 3: Policy neural network architecture](image)

**Algorithm 3: Training Procedure**

```
for each iteration do
    \( \Delta \theta \leftarrow 0; \)
    for episode \( i := 1 \ldots N \) do
        Fully partition the hypergraph and record \( \{ s_1, a_1, r_1, \ldots s_L, a_L, r_L \} \);
        for \( t := 1 \ldots L \) do
            // Compute cumulative reward from t onwards
            \( v_t \leftarrow \sum_{s=t}^L r_s \)
        end
        for \( t := 1 \ldots L \) do
            \( b_t \leftarrow \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^N v_t \) // Compute baseline
            for \( i := 1 \) to \( N \) do
                \( \Delta \theta \leftarrow \Delta \theta + \alpha \nabla \theta \log \pi_\theta(s_t, a_t')(v_t - b_t) \)
            end
        end
        \( \theta \leftarrow \theta + \Delta \theta \)
    end
```

Training is an expensive process, but it only needs to be done offline and with less frequency than the resharding process. Theoretically, the agent can be trained only once and never be updated.
after that, but retraining regularly has the benefit of being able to adapt to workload changes over time. Neuroshard is primarily designed to be trained on a single workload so that it can discover and exploit workload specific properties, but another possibility is to train on traces collected from different workloads simultaneously, with the purpose of creating a robust, general-purpose sharding agent and avoid overfitting. We think this could be an interesting direction to explore, but we leave that for future work.

6 LEARNING WITH MULTIPLE OBJECTIVES

In the previous sections we showed how to model each of the fanout minimization and the load balancing problems as an RL problem individually. While this is potentially useful on its own, a key feature of Neuroshard is the ability to optimize for both simultaneously. In this section we describe how we accomplish this, as well as how we augmented Neuroshard with general support for multi-objective training so that additional objectives can be added as long as a suitable reward signal can be defined for them.

Architecture. We use the same policy network (Figure 3) when training with multiple objectives. This requires the embedding layer to extract useful features relevant for optimizing all objectives. We considered more complex schemes using multiple embedding layers but we found that this adds complexity to training, in terms of implementation and speed, without much benefit in our evaluation.

Rewards. We started with the following straightforward approach: Define the reward $r_t$ as the sum of the individual objective rewards, $i.e.$, at each time step $t$, we add the rewards of fan-out minimization and load balancing together. This did not work well in practice for various reasons. First, the units of the reward components are very different, which makes it easy for one of the objectives to completely dominate the training. We attempted to normalize the units of the rewards ($i.e.$, by using a weighted sum of reward components instead of just giving each component an equal weight), but were also not very successful: It was brittle, requires manual tuning and experimentation for each workload and would be very hard to generalize. We also found that certain hyper-parameters ($i.e.$, the learning rate) that work well for one task may not work well for the other. Nevertheless, we gained a valuable insight from this approach: By making the overall reward a linear combination of the individual component rewards, the overall objective function, or loss function in machine learning parlance, is a linear combination of the individual component loss functions, $i.e.$,

$$L = \sum_i w_i L_i$$

This allows casting the multi-objective Neuroshard training as a multi-task learning problem, and leverage existing techniques for that problem. Multi-Task learning techniques are popular in computer vision, but to the best of our knowledge this is the first time this is applied to a multi-objective combinatorial optimization problem like hypergraph partitioning. We use GradNorm [10] in Neuroshard. It is designed for problems where the overall loss is a linear combination of the individual task loss. GradNorm works to dynamically tune the gradient magnitudes so that gradients for different tasks are placed on a common scale and dynamically adjust gradient norms to ensure that the training for different tasks progresses at similar rates, instead of using a hyperparameter to combine the objectives that remains fixed across training iterations. To apply GradNorm in Neuroshard we make the following choices:

- $W$. This is the subset of network weights to apply GradNorm to. In our case since all weights are shared among both tasks we just set $W$ to all the weights in the policy network.
- $\alpha$. This is the “asymmetry” hyper-parameter. It is tunable and might benefit from a hyper-parameter search, but intuitively the value of $\alpha$ should be high when the tasks are dissimilar to each other which is generally the case in our setting.

7 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

We use a shared-nothing distributed database where each node is a small Google Cloud VM of type n1-standard-1 (1 vCPU, 3.75 GB memory) running a MariaDB [1] instance. The instances are executing on a Google Cloud VM of type n1-standard-1 (1 vCPU, 3.75 GB memory) running a MariaDB [1] instance. The instances are not sharding-aware, we just load the subset of rows assigned to each instance at the beginning of each run. The clients running the queries know the mapping of rows to shards, and they route the queries to each node as appropriate, using the standard XA API [6] to co-ordinate the transaction if the query is distributed. To calculate throughput, we first run a workload for 1 minute warm up, then measure the average queries per second (QPS) for a period of 5 minutes after that.

7.1 Baselines

For the rest of the section we compare the performance of Neuroshard’s sharding with the following baseline approaches:

- hMetis [23]. A popular heuristic-based hypergraph partitioner. We use the standard flags by using the shmetis executable. For fairness, we set the value of balance flag (UB-factor) to the tightest possible. This is a baseline that is optimized for the fanout objective. Note that while hMetis supports specifying vertex weights, using this option would not guarantee that each partition is roughly the same number of vertices which does not satisfy our problem statement.
- HNE. We also use Algorithm 1 as a fanout optimizing baseline.

Figure 4: micro-benchmark throughput with 4 shards
• **Random.** This scheme chooses a shard uniformly at random for each row. It is an idealization of hash partitioning, and is optimized for load balancing.

## 7.2 Multi-objective Microbenchmark

To study the versatility of Neuroshard and the importance of optimizing for multiple objectives simultaneously, we created a simple but illustrative synthetic workload.

The database consists of 400 rows, where each row belongs to exactly one of the following sets:

- **Parent Rows.** 4 rows
- **Child Rows.** These are 96 rows in total. Each parent row is associated with 24 child rows.
- **The rest.** 300 rows that get accessed independently

The workload is made up of the following (read-only) queries:

- 1% of the queries read a subset of 2 or more of the parent rows.
- 49% read one parent row, and 0 or 1 of its child rows.
- 50% are point queries that read one of the 300 other rows.

Our goal in this experiment is to shard the database into four shards. Note that if we only cared about fanout minimization, then the perfect solution would be to put all of the Parent and Child rows in a single shard, and distribute the rest equally across the 3 remaining shards. This, however, would mean that 50% of the queries go to a single shard, creating a large load imbalance.

We shard the database into four shards. We generate a trace of 5000 queries and use it for training. We then generate another trace made of 5000 queries that follow the same distribution, and shard it using different algorithms, then measure the QPS by generating a workload that follows the same distribution. The results are shown in Figure 4.

**Analysis.** HNE and hMetis compute the sharding that minimizes fanout perfectly by putting all of the Parent and Child rows in a single shard. This results in a large load imbalance as we mentioned previously, causing them to have the worst throughput on this microbenchmark. We find that Neuroshard usually computes a sharding that assigns the parent rows to two shards; two rows each. It almost perfectly co-locates the child rows with their parents, leading to close to zero distributed queries. This better load-balancing of parent rows is the reason why the QPS using Neuroshard is significantly better than HNE or hMetis. Using random hash partitioning on this workload actually has a lot of variance in terms of the overall number of rows assigned to each shard, as well as the distribution of parent/child rows among the shards. To reduce the noise we started by assigning one parent row to each shard then applying random partitioning to the rest of the rows. The resulting sharding scheme has the best load balancing in this workload which leads to it having the best QPS despite having a significant share of distributed queries; since this is a read-only workload, the cost of distribution is not quite high. Even though Neuroshard’s QPS is not the highest in this workload, these results demonstrate the robustness of Neuroshard compared to single-objective methods.

### Figure 5: Epinions workload throughput with 5 shards

## 7.3 Epinions

To evaluate Neuroshard’s scalability and ability to handle real-world datasets, we use a workload based on Epinions [30], a real-world social network dataset that is a popular choice for evaluating sharding schemes because its many-to-many relationships make it hard to shard [12]. The database is composed of two tables: reviews and trust. Each row in the reviews table has the schema `<user, item, rating>` and represents a review of an item by a user. Each row in the trust table has the schema `<user_a, user_b>` and records the fact that user_a trusts reviews by user_b. We shard the reviews table by the trusting user column (i.e., `user_a`), and we shard the items table by the item column. We shard the database on 5 MariaDB servers.

**Workload.** There is no available trace of queries from the epinions website, so we designed a workload based on the website’s most popular functionality: users that view an item and want to retrieve a list of reviews for that item by the users they trust. Thus, each application-level query is represented by a pair `<user, item>`. Our workload generator can generate these application-level queries based on different distributions. We chose one such distribution in this section for illustration (we got similar results with other distributions): Items are sorted by popularity (i.e., number of reviews), and the top 20% of items are considered hot, while the rest is considered cold. The workload generator generates a query as follows: First it selects an item i, with i being hot with probability 80% and cold with probability 20%. Then, a user u is selected uniformly at random from the set of users trusted by i’s reviewers. Recall that we implement query routing in the client. If both the i and u are colocated on the same server only one query needs to be sent by the client. Otherwise, the client needs to send queries to two servers. Hence, sharding has a big impact on throughput (up to 50% reduction in SQL queries), and potentially also latency.

**Generating training and test traces.** We generate two traces by the workload generator. The first is a training trace that is made up of 4000 queries, and is used to train Neuroshard. We then generate a partitioning trace of 100,000 queries. This is used by Neuroshard and the other baseline techniques to partition the database. We
then measure the overall system QPS given by each technique by sending queries based on the workload. The results are in Figure 5.

**Analysis.** Partitioning quality with respect to fanout minimization is the dominant factor in this workload, which is why it is unsurprising that single-objective hMetis and HNE have the best performance, while Random which completely ignores fanout minimization does the worst. Neuroshard would suffer a bit due to its attempts at jointly optimizing for load balancing, but its performance is still comparable to HNE. This shows that Neuroshard is robust to changes in the workload unlike single-objective approaches such as Random. Furthermore, we used a small trace for Neuroshard training, and yet it was still able to learn heuristics that were effective on the much larger test trace. This is very important, as it would be unfeasible to use very long traces to train Neuroshard; not only would that be computationally very expensive, but excessively long time horizons are known to diminish the effectiveness of RL algorithms [41, 46].

8 RELATED WORK

**Hypergraph partitioning.** As an NP-Hard problem with many practical applications, many popular heuristic solvers for hypergraph partitioning have been developed such as hMetis [23] and Zoltan [14]. More recent work such as SHP [22] and HYPER [32] has focused on scalability and the ability to partition large hypergraphs. All these tools only optimize for fanout minimization (or the closely related cut-size). HYPER is also a generalization of Neighbor Expansion [47] but takes a vertex-centric approach compared to the hyperedge centric approach that we take. We adopt some of the performance optimizations they suggested such as limiting the size of the candidate set in our implementation.

**Sharding as (hyper)graph partitioning.** Schism [12] pioneered modelling database sharding and replication as a graph partitioning problem. SWORD [36] builds up on this approach but uses coarser granularity and applies hypergraph partitioning instead. They use heuristic solvers like Metis [24] and hMetis [23] which optimize for a single objective, unlike Neuroshard, but they also model replication which Neuroshard currently does not.

**Online sharding.** Clay [38], E-Store [43] are online heuristic sharding algorithms that actively monitor the system to identify hot tuples, and then potentially migrate them (along with other jointly accessed row to a different server). However, these systems make some assumptions about the workload: Clay primarily targets in-memory workloads with a high skew in load, E-Store assumes all tables form a tree-schema based on foreign key relationships. In contrast, Neuroshard aims to be broadly applicable to a variety of workloads and environments. It would be interesting to investigate how a similar RL approach can improve online sharding, which we leave for future work.

**Automated database tuning.** There is a long and rich history of research [8] that aims to automatically tune various aspects of a database configuration to improve performance on a given workload, such as by selecting indexes to speed-up access, recommending a physical layout or generally select values for various configuration knobs available in the DBMS. More recently, machine learning [44] and specifically, deep RL (e.g., [25, 48]) techniques have been applied to this problem.

**Deep learning for combinatorial optimization.** A large recent body of work (e.g., [2, 4, 5, 26]) has explored using deep learning for solving NP-Hard combinatorial problems in general, and on graph problems in particular. Dai et. al. [13] proposed a general framework for solving optimization problems over graphs using RL. Their approach uses deep-Q-learning and requires learning a representation for the entire graph, as opposed to the policy methods we use that needs only to learn a localized policy. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to explore using deep RL for multi-objective hypergraph partitioning.

**Deep RL for systems.** Deep RL has been applied successfully to a wide range of problems from video streaming [28] and network traffic scheduling [9, 11] to compute resource management [27] and even physical device placement [33]. We were inspired by DeepRM [27] and Decima [29], which apply Deep RL to the resource management and job scheduling domains. Both use policy methods, and Decima also uses GNNs to produce state representation. Unlike Neuroshard, the graphs in Decima’s state are comparatively small, and while Decima and DeepRM support different objectives, users would have to select just one to use in training. Both systems do not optimize for multiple objectives simultaneously.

9 CONCLUSIONS

Neuroshard is the first system that uses a learned approach for directly learning horizontal sharding assignments. It models past accesses to rows as a hypergraph, and then applies deep RL to generate an efficient partitioner that works by incrementally scoring a relatively small set of candidates derived from the rows accessed together as part of the same queries. It uses GradNorm, a multi-task learning technique, to automatically tune the gradients of multiple different task losses, so that it can balance between multiple different objectives simultaneously.

This work takes the first steps in realizing a learned sharding system, but leaves several open problems for future work. First, we plan to incorporate more complex objectives and constraints, including different machine capacities and network topologies. Second, for large and complex production traces, we expect that we will need to devise sampling techniques to keep the episode length from being too large, while allowing Neuroshard to learn effective local heuristics. Third, while building one partition at a time is simple and efficient, we suspect extending Neuroshard to build more than one simultaneously would allow it exploit power of two choices more effectively. Finally, we do not address how to transition to a
new partitioning scheme when one is computed, nor do we attempt to minimize data movement when computing a new partitioning. These are important practical considerations, which we leave for future work.
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